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A DIVISION OF ALLIED-SIGNAL AEROSPACECOMPANYWHICH IS
A PART OF ALLIED-SIGNAL CORPORATION.
HAVE BEEN MANUFACTURINGAIRBORNEWEATHERRADARSSINCE
1954.
HAVE THE MOST RADARS (OVER 35,000 DELIVERED) ON AIR
TRANSPORTTYPE AIRCRAFT FLYING WORLDWIDE.
COMMITTEDTO THE DEVELOPMENTOF AIRBORNEWEATHERRADAR





- RDR-1E: HAGNETRONTRANSMITTER NOT SUITABLE FOR WINDSHEAR
DETECTION.
















TO ADD WINDSHEARDETECTION CAPABILITY TO THE RDR-
4A SYSTEH AS A HODIFICATION.
- CONDUCTFLIGHT TESTS WITH AIRLINES DURING 1991.
76O
MODIFICATIONS
RECEIVER/TRANSMITTER: - ADD WINDSHEAR DETECTION HARDWARE
AND SOFTWARE
- ADD WINDSHEARMODECONTROLSOFTWARE
- ADD WINDSHEARDATA TO THE OUTPUT
BUSES
CONTROLPANEL: ADD WINDSHEARMODESELECTION CAPABILITY
INDICATOR: ADD WINDSHEARDATA DISPLAY CAPABILITY
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- DEFINITION OF DISPLAY DATA BUS
CHARACTERISTICS
- SPECIFYING DATA INPUT REOUIREMENTS
- DEFINITION OF FORM/FIT/FUNCTIONAL
REOUIREMENTS(ARINC)
OPERATIONAL: - MEANSOF SELECTING WINDSHEARMODE
- DISPLAY MEANS
- AURAL ALERTS
- INTERACTION MITH REACTIVE
EIINDSHEARDETECTION SYSTEM
CERTIFICATION: - ESTABLISHMENTOF A CERTIFICATION




WITHOUT EXTENSIVE FLIGHT TESTS
- ESTABLISHMENTOF PERFORMANCECRITERIA USING SIMULATED
DATA (NASA)




- ADVISORY CIRCULAR FOR AIRWORTHINESSAND OPERATIONAL
APPROVAL(FAA)
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